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Technical standards of an archival system that can
facilitate the requirements of modern users

• Operate from a website that is open for external calls – to allow for 
external import and use of your data. Open API’s

• License and rights descriptions of all records held in your collection

• Includes description by design of copyrights (Creative Commons 
system) and legal, physical and digital accessibility

• Operate with permanent URL’s



Technical standards of an archival system that can
facilitate the requirements of modern users

• Digitize and possibly transcribe as many text documents as 
possible (users want content, not metadata)

• Allow for easy entrance for digital records in your online catalogue

• Prepare your archival system so that you can add special tags, that 
can be used for filtering the content for exports or transfers 
(‘campaigning’)

• Combine an entity and relation based archival description with 
traditional taxonomies and provenance based standards

• Use media documents (film, podcast, tv-programs) as a 
communication layer and interface to your archival system.





Principles of the Aarhusarkivet

Document 1 (a photo)
Document 2 (a text document / city council 
minute)

Relations 
- Places
- Persons
- Organisations

Description
- Collection
- Series
- Tags

Copyrights and legal 
status
- GDPR
- Agreements

Accessibility
- In physical 

storage
- Online use
- Offline use only

https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000186089
https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000157355


Calling for participation:
The best of the City Council – 150th anniversary

• Project idea

• Call the citizens to choose the best 
decision of local government in 150 
years

• Activate records in story-telling

• 5 candidates of each decade

• Inviting politicians to nominate 
candidates

• Media cooperation with newspaper 
and tv

• A final winner

• Project website

• Presentations of candidates

• Links to archive system and to 
basic record



https://byraad150.aarhus.dk/det-skete-i-1960erne
https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000187350


The 100th anniversary of the City Architect Office

https://aarhuswiki.dk/wiki/Stadsarkitektens_byplaner_og_byggerier
https://aarhuswiki.dk/wiki/Skt._Clemens_Bro
https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/search?locations=108022


Machine-learning as crowdsourcing

• Automatic or machine 
recognition of historical hand-
written texts

• Conducted as a mix of 
‘crowdsourcing’ and expert-
run activity



Basic idea:

you feed the machine with a critical number of transcribed hand-

written texts and it will bring you transcripts in return



Digitizing parish council records and city council records from DK 

using Transkribus

Pages transcribed 8,000

Best recognition

percentage

92-95 



Why collect life-stories?

• To counterbalance the official records of a 
City Archive

• To balance the stories we can tell – now, 
and in a hundred years from now

• To see people as agents of their own life, 
not as clients of the authorities



Voices of the City

• To let people voice the story of their own 
life –

• Reflection and perspective on a personal 
level / empowerment

• Bridge generations and provide insight 
into the lifes of people in other 
circumstances across time and space



2017 aarhusianere 
/ 2017 People of 

Aarhus 

Basically a 
website – where 
stories can be 
uploaded or 

handed over to



2017 
aarhusianere 

/ 2017 People of 
Aarhus 

The semi-
structured format



2017 
aarhusianere 
/ 2017 Aarhus 

residents

the free format



2017 aarhusianere / 2017 People of Aarhus

The school format, interview – written or a video



And then we took 
– the rest of 
Denmark…!
A national 

campaign on 
behalf of 100+ 

archives

Giv det videre / 
‘Pass it on’

Supported by the Nordea Fonden



The story of Hanne Calberg



What did we 
collect?
From Aarhus, 
600+ life stories

From DK, 500+ life 
stories



The structured interview –
co-operating with journalist students 

and the Health and Care 
Department 

• Retirement homes

• Senior community 
centers



Where did it bring us?

• To people’s 
homes, schools, 
community 
centres, religious 
institutions, 
libraries, unions, 
university, 
mothers’ groups

• It took us to the 
mass media and 
social media



Things to consider 
– Privacy and accuracy

• Names might be important 
today, but not necessarily 
tomorrow

• Protect your citizens, don’t 
run for sensations

• Not therapy

• Read everything before 
pushing the on line button

• ‘Mum is telling the usual 
lie’, says daughter of 
Denmark’s oldest woman



Things to consider -

• Run it with both volunteers
and staff members

• Volunteers for 
transcription work, 
interviews and outreach

• Staff members for project
management, 
communication, legal 
checks, and technology



Thanks for 
listening
Søren Bitsch Christensen, City Archivist, 
Aarhus


